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The imbalance between our nationt,s demahd for oil and gas and our domestic
production of these resources'is one of the most serfbus prdbl'ems we face.'
The rapid im:rease in energy costs' in the past years hasbe'e'n a major drivin'g
force behind today's ·inflation.
.
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The essence of this problem is that while we produce about eleven million barrels
per day, we consume about seventeen'million... Domestic de91and i"~' increasing
but domestic production is' 'dropping because most6f our onshore oil fields are
being depleted.
We must adopt rigorous conservation measures, but it is clear that regardless
of what conservation steps we take and what eventual long-range energy policy
we adopt,' 'in the 'near term we must increase our dome stic production o(oil
and gas.
I believe that the outer continental shelf oil and gas deposits can p,rovide the
largest single source of increased domestic energy during the ye'atrs'whe~ we
need it most. The O. C. S. can's·upply this eneTgy with less datnage to"'the
~nvironment and at a lower cost.o the U.'S. economy than. any! other alternative.
We must proceed with,a prog,ram that is designed to develop these resources •
..

Legitimate concerns have been expressed about O. C. S. leasing and development.
Let me briefly address myself to these conceTns.
,First, concern has been express'ed that indUstry does'not have the manpower and
equipment necessary for explor'ation and development of ten million acres of
O. C. S. lands tlBt that this could lead to the sale of leases at bargain prices.
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We believe that industry can make the manpower and equipment avaHla.ble.. And
I might note that although the te'n million acres has been a useful plann\rig
objective, we are not wedded to thi"s"pal"ticular goal. OUr primary o'bjective is
to plOduC-e oil and gas where we can do so safely. But, if any case, we will
insure that leases are not sold below fairmarltet values.
I have directed Secretary Morton to insure that these objectives are attained~
Second, concern ha,s been expressed that We should not lease any new area's of
the U. S . .continental shelf until the coastal states have completed detailed 'plans
to accommodate the onshore impact of offshore production.
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Coastal states have only begun to establish the mechanisms for coastal zone
planning and that activity must proceed rapidly. 'But"the steps needed now to
prepare for a leasing program need not await completion of these detailed plans
by the states. The prolonged delay would only postpone the date when we will
learn whether substantial reserves,' can',. in fact, be produced from our O.C. S.
and would lengthen the time that
will hav~'t~ rely on costly imported oil.
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Furthermore, the shoreside impact will not occur for several years following
institution of a lea sing program. That period will enable state and local
governments to prepare, for the shoreside'impact: Tn help insure effective,
cooperative .action, stat~ and 'local officials. will be asked to participate in the
process of selecting tracts to be considered for detailed environmental and
resource study.
In order to facilitate coastal state participation in this effort, I plan to request
an additional.t~~ee million dollars in the current fiscal yea:r for the 'coastal
zone management: program to accelerate state planning efforts. I'have also
directed Secretary Morton and Secretary Dent to consult with coastal governors
regarding any additional steps that might be required to plan adequately for
onshore development associated with offshore leases that are actually issued.
Third" concern has also been expressed that our pI!opo'sed-leasing program
cannot be conducted without unacceptable risks to' the environment. We are
taking the steps necessary to reallocate additional funds during the current
fiscal year to strengthen our pre-leasing environmental assessment'.4zad
monitoring activities.
.
If our studies show that development cannot occur in a particular area without
unacceptable risk, then we will not hold a lease sale. The step that must now
be taken is to begin the detailed studies to identify risks in specific areas to
be considered for leasing.
,

We have made great strides in :our O. C. S. safety prog-ram thus far, and we
will work closely with the coastal states 80 that they understand and have a
part in the further development of regulations that govern these operations off
their coast.
I also recognize the concern about oil spills. Our energy and environmental
experts have concluded that the greatest danger to our coa::lts from oil spills
is not from off shore pro duction. but, instead. from the greatly expanded tanker
traffic that would result from increasing imports.
..
To assure that any spills that might occur do not cause uncompensated harm,
however, I have also asked Secretary Morton and Chairman Peterson to prepare
a proposed comprehensive liability statute governing oil spills. - This bill will
be ready for introduction in the next Congress.
In summary, the resources of the outer continental shelf represent a potential
contribution of major proportions to the solution of our energy proble-m. I am
confident that concerns about leasing exploration and development of the outer
continental shelf can be addressed openly and fairly, that planning can proceed
in an orderly, cooperative way and the problems confronting us in opening new
areas can be resolved.
I pledge the cooperation of my- Administration in this task.
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